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Abstract

In attempting to address real-life decision problems,
where uncertainty about input data prevails, some kind
of representation of imprecise information is important
and several have been proposed over the years. In par-
ticular, first-order representations of imprecision, such
as sets of probability measures, upper and lower prob-
abilities, and interval probabilities and utilities of var-
ious kinds, have been suggested for enabling a better
representation of the input sentences. A common prob-
lem is, however, that pure interval analyses in many
cases cannot discriminate sufficiently between the var-
ious strategies under consideration, which, needless to
say, is a substantial problem in real-life decision making
in agents as well as decision support tools. This is one
reason prohibiting a more wide-spread use. In this arti-
cle we demonstrate that in many situations, the discrim-
ination can be made much clearer by using information
inherent in the decision structure. It is discussed using
second-order probabilities which, even when they are
implicit, add information when handling aggregations
of imprecise representations, as is the case in decision
trees and probabilistic networks. The important con-
clusion is that since structure carries information, the
structure of the decision problem influences evaluations
of all interval representations and is quantifiable.

Introduction

Decision analysis and evaluation are of interest for various
reasons, ranging from decision modules for rational soft-
ware agents and other autonomous entities to decision sup-
port for human decision-makers. When the behavior of an
agent in its environment is not forecasted in detail before-
hand, i.e. not designed at compile-time, there is a need for
dynamic reasoning and decision making. While reasoning
leads to the establishment of facts and figures, decision anal-
ysis aids in making decisions based on established facts. In
this paper, we suggest a decision model allowing various
entities to submit input on a given format and enabling dis-
crimination of decision alternatives based on structure and
belief. Thus, the generic term ‘decision-maker’ below can
be a software agent or an autonomous entity as well as a
human being.
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There have been two important paradigms in modern de-
cision analysis. The first can be said to have begun with (von
Neumann and Morgenstern 1944), (Savage 1972), and oth-
ers as they introduced a structured and formal approach to
decision making. The second paradigm emerged as differ-
ent authors, for example (Dempster 1967), (Ellsberg 1961),
(Good 1980), and (Smith 1961) among others, expanded the
classic theory by introducing other types of uncertainties as
well. The motivation behind the second paradigm was that
the classical theories were perceived as being too demand-
ing for practical decision making. However, by relaxing the
strong requirements, the price paid was that usually the alter-
natives became more difficult to discriminate between. On
the other hand, the relaxation is necessary since the classical
theories can be misleading when forcing decision-makers to
assert precise values even when they are not available. In
this paper we propose a third generation of decision analysis
models by showing the importance of the decision structure
for an adequate understanding of decision situations and in-
troducing a theory for the quantification of this structure.

First Generation Models

Probabilistic decision models are often given a tree repre-
sentation. A decision tree consists of a root, representing a
decision, a set of intermediary (event) nodes, representing
some kind of uncertainty and consequence nodes, represent-
ing possible final outcomes.

Usually, probability distributions are assigned in the form
of weights in the probability nodes as measures of the un-
certainties involved. The informal semantics is simply that
given an alternative Ai being chosen, there is a probability
pij that an event eij occurs. The event is conditional on the
alternative being chosen. This event can either be a conse-
quence with a utility vij assigned to it or it can be another
event. Usually, the maximization of the expected utility is
used as an evaluation rule.

This is a straight-forward characterization of a multi-level
probabilistic decision model in classical decision analysis
and a quite widespread opinion is that this captures the con-
cept of rationality. Several variations of this principle have
been systematized by, e.g., (Schoemaker 1982). The most
basic approach to evaluation is to assign fixed numbers to
the probabilities and utilities in the tree which then yields
a fixed numeric expected value for each alternative under
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consideration. The inherent uncertainty and imprecision is
then addressed by sensitivity analyses performed as add-on
procedures. Despite performing sensitivity analyses, a nu-
merically precise approach often puts too strong a demand
on the input capability of the decision-maker, and various
alternatives for imprecise reasoning have emerged as a re-
sponse.

Second Generation Models

During the last 45 years, various methods related to impre-
cise estimates of probabilities and utilities of any sort (not
only numerical values) have been suggested. Early examples
include (Hodges 1952), (Hurwicz 1951), and (Wald 1950).
Some of the suggestions are based on capacities, evidence
theory and belief functions, various kinds of logic, upper
and lower probabilities, or sets of probability measures. For
overviews, see, e.g., (Weichselberger and Pöhlman 1990),
(Walley 1991), and (Ekenberg and Thorbiörnson 2001). The
common characteristic of the approaches is that they typi-
cally do not include the additivity axiom of probability the-
ory and consequently do not require a decision-maker to
model and evaluate a decision situation using precise prob-
ability (and, in some cases, utility) estimates. Examples
of recent discussions include (Klir 1999), (Cano and Moral
1999), (Danielson et al. 2003), (Danielson 2005), and (Au-
gustin 2001).

Intervals

The primary evaluation rules of an interval decision tree
model are based on the expected utility. Since neither prob-
abilities nor utilities are fixed numbers, the evaluation of the
expected utility yields multi-linear expressions.
Definition 1. Given a decision tree with r alternatives Ai

for i = 1, . . . , r, the expression

E(Ai) =
ni0∑

i1=1

pii1

ni1∑
i2=1

pii1i2 · · ·
nim−2∑

im−1=1

pii1i2...im−2im−1

nim−1∑
im=1

pii1i2...im−2im−1im
vii1i2...im−2im−1im

,

where m is the depth of the tree corresponding to Ai, nik

is the number of possible outcomes following the event with
probability pik

, p...ij ..., j ∈ [1, . . . ,m], denote probability
variables and v...ij ... denote utility variables as above, is
the expected utility of alternative Ai.

Maximization of such non-linear objective functions sub-
ject to linear constraint sets (statements on probability and
utility variables) are computationally demanding problems
to solve for a real-time software agent or an interactive de-
cision tool in the general case, using techniques from the
area of non-linear programming. In, e.g., (Danielson and
Ekenberg 1998), (Ding et al. 2004), and (Danielson 2004),
there are discussions about computational procedures re-
ducing the evaluation of non-linear decision problems to
systems with linear objective functions, solvable with or-
dinary linear programming methods. The approach taken

is to model probability and utility intervals as constraint
sets, containing statements on the upper and lower bounds.
Furthermore, normalisation constraints for the probabilities
are added (representing that the consequences from a parent
node are exhaustive and pairwise disjoint). Such constraints
are always on the form

∑n
i=1 xi = 1 . Consequently, the so-

lution sets of probability and utility constraint sets are poly-
topes. The evaluation procedures then yield first-order inter-
val estimates of the evaluations, i.e. upper and lower bounds
for the expected utilities of the alternatives.

An advantage of approaches using upper and lower prob-
abilities is that they do not require taking particular prob-
ability distributions into consideration. On the other hand,
it has then often been difficult to find reasonable decision
rules that select an alternative out of a set of alternatives and
at the same time fully reflect the intensions of a decision-
maker. Since the probabilities and utilities are represented
by intervals, the expected utility range is also an interval.
Consequently, it has then often not been possible to discrim-
inate between the alternatives. In effect, such a procedure
keeps all alternatives with overlapping expected utility in-
tervals, even if the overlap is indeed small.

Some approaches for extending the representation using
distributions over classes of probability and utility measures
have been suggested in, e.g., (Gärdenfors and Sahlin 1982)
and (Gärdenfors and Sahlin 1983). These have been devel-
oped into various hierarchical models, but in general, no de-
tailed procedures or suggestions are provided for how to rep-
resent or how to evaluate aggregations of belief distributions.

Third Generation Models
As discussed above, it is known that a second-order rep-
resentation adds information to a decision model (Eken-
berg and Thorbiörnson 2001), (Ekenberg, Danielson, and
Thorbiörnson 2006). In this paper, we show that the struc-
ture of the decision tree itself also adds information. Be-
low, we discuss this more general view of a decision tree in
which the structure of the tree itself leads to second-order
effects even when no second-order information is explicitly
provided. Hence, we propose a third generation of deci-
sion models consisting of models taking decision structure
effects into account in addition to representation and evalu-
ation issues already considered in the previous generations.
Such models are able to handle structure effects in pure in-
terval decision trees as well as in trees containing second-
order statements.

Structural Information

Earlier, second generation attempts to study second-order ef-
fects do not take tree depth into account. The characteristic
of a decision tree with some depth is that the local proba-
bilities of the event nodes are multiplied in order to obtain
the global probability of the combined events, i.e. of the
path from the root to each leaf. It is important to note that
second-order distributions do not have to be explicitly in-
troduced for the local or global probabilities. Second-order
effects always exist in a decision tree, even in pure interval
representations, independent of whether distributions of be-
lief are explicitly stated or not. In the evaluation of decision
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trees, the operations involved are multiplications and addi-
tions. When considering distributions over intervals, it is
well-known that the results of additions have a tendency to
concentrate around the expected values of the distributions.
Thus, we will here concentrate on the effects of multiplica-
tions in such trees, i.e. the effect of tree structure on the
decision evaluation. For calculating expected utilities in de-
cision trees, the two effects are present at the same time, i.e.
additive effects for global probabilities aggregated together
with the utilities at the leaf nodes and multiplicative effects
for intermediate local probabilities. The third generation of
models is capable of handling these effects and turn them
into advantages in evaluations.

To begin with, consider an upper triangular distribution of
belief, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Upper triangular distribution of belief

Figure 2 shows the multiplication of two and three inter-
vals for the upper triangular distributed variables, i.e. two
and three levels of tree depth. Even though we started with
distributions laying heavy on the right (upper) values (Fig-
ure 1), they have become warped after only a few multipli-
cations.
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Figure 2: Multiplication of two and three upper triangular
variables, respectively

Already from these low-dimensional examples, it is clear
that the global distributions resulting from multiplications
have shapes very different from their marginal components.
Whether there are explicit statements on the distributions of

belief or not, the warp of belief in multiplications is a strong
effect and demonstrates that an analysis using only upper
and lower bounds is not taking all structural information into
account. As will be discussed below, the results of multipli-
cation on dependent variables such as probabilities (with the
normalization constraint of having to sum to one) are even
more warped.

The intuition shown above is that multiplied (global) dis-
tributions become considerably warped compared to the cor-
responding component (marginal) distributions. Such multi-
plications occur in obtaining the expected utility in interval
decision trees and probabilistic networks, and the warp ef-
fect can be used as an advantage, enabling discrimination
while still allowing overlap. Properties of additions of com-
ponents follow from ordinary convolution, i.e., there is a
strong tendency to concentrate towards the middle. We will
exemplify the combined effect below.

In conclusion, the observed warp in resulting global dis-
tributions is due to structural effects, i.e. the tree structure is
carrying information. When there is information on belief in
marginal probabilities, this will further enhance the warping.
Below, we will look more formally at the structure effect.

Belief Distributions

Probability and utility estimates in a decision tree can be ex-
pressed by sets of probability distributions and utility func-
tions. Second-order estimates, such as distributions express-
ing various beliefs, can be defined over a multi-dimensional
space, where each dimension corresponds to, for instance,
possible probabilities of events or utilities of consequences.
In this way, the distributions can be used to express varying
strength of beliefs in different vectors in the polytopes. But
this is not the only use for distributions. They can also be
employed in an analysis of the effects the structures them-
selves have on aggregated belief.

Traditional interval estimates (lower and upper bounds)
can be considered as special cases of representations based
on belief distributions. For instance, a belief distribution can
be defined to have a positive support only for x ≤ y. More
formally, the solution set to a probability or utility constraint
set is a subset of a unit cube since both variable sets have
[0, 1] as their ranges. This subset can be represented by the
support of a distribution over a cube.

Definition 2. Let a unit cube be represented by B =
(b1, . . . , bk). The bi are explicitly written out to make the
labels of the dimensions clearer. (More rigorously, the unit
cube should be represented by all the tuples (x1, . . . , xk) in
[0, 1]k.)

Definition 3. By a belief distribution over B, we mean a
positive distribution F defined on the unit cube B such that

∫

B

F (x) dVB(x) = 1 ,

where VB is some k-dimensional Lebesque measure on
B. The set of all belief distributions over B is denoted by
BD(B).
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For our purposes here, second-order probabilities are an
important sub-class of these distributions and will be used
below as a measure of belief, i.e. a second-order joint prob-
ability distribution. Marginal distributions are obtained from
the joint ones in the usual way.

Definition 4. Let a unit cube B = (b1, . . . , bk) and
F ∈ BD(B) be given. Furthermore, let B−

i =
(b1, . . . , bi−1, bi+1, . . . , bk). Then

fi(xi) =
∫

B−
i

F (x) dVB−
i

(x)

is a marginal distribution over the axis bi.

Distributions over Normalized Planes

Regardless of the actual shape of a global distribution, con-
straints like

∑n
i=1 xi = 1 must be satisfied, since it is not

reasonable to believe in an inconsistent point such as, e.g.,
(0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.4) if the vector is supposed to represent a
probability distribution. Consequently, the Dirichlet distri-
bution is a convenient and general way of expressing distri-
butions, even if this is not the only feasible candidate. This
distribution has the general form:

Γ(
∑k

i=1 αi)∏k
i=1 Γ(αi)

pα1−1
1 pα2−1

2 · · · pαk−1
k

on a set {p1, p2, . . . , pk ≥ 0 :
∑

pi = 1}, where
α1, α2, . . . , αk are positive parameters and Γ(x) is a
gamma-distribution over x.

A marginal distribution of a Dirichlet distribution in a
cube B = (b1, . . . , bk) is a beta-distribution. For instance,
if the distribution is uniform, the resulting marginal distribu-
tion (over an axis) is a polynomial of degree n− 2, where n
is the dimension of B.

Example 1. An example is the marginal distribution f(xi)
of a uniform distribution over the surface

∑n
i=1 xi = 1 in a

4-dimensional cube, which is

f(xi) =

1−xi∫

0

1−y−xi∫

0

6 dz dy = 3(1−2xi+x2
i ) = 3(1−xi)2 .

This tendency is the result of a general phenomenon
that becomes more emphasized as the dimension increases.
This observation of marginal probabilities is important for a
structural analysis of decision trees and networks.

For simplicity, a uniform a priori belief representation will
be used in the paper for studying the structure effects, i.e.,
α1 = α2 = · · · = αn = 1 in the Dirichlet distribution.
Other approaches, such as preferences for and valuation of a
gamble, lead to a decision-maker’s support of it, in which
case the second-order distribution could be interpreted as
varying (or non-varying, i.e. uniform) support. Thus, while
‘belief’ is used throughout the paper, it should be thought of
as the decision-maker’s support.

Evaluations

Now, we will consider how to put structural and belief infor-
mation into use in order to further discriminate between al-
ternatives that evaluate into overlapping expected utility in-
tervals when using first-order interval evaluations. The main
idea is not to require a total lack of overlap but rather allow-
ing overlap by interval parts carrying little belief mass, i.e.
representing a very small part of the decision-maker’s belief.
Then, the non-overlapping parts can be thought of as being
the core of the decision-maker’s appreciation of the decision
situation, thus allowing discrimination. Again, in this paper
we mainly discuss the structural effects. In addition, effects
from varying belief (i.e. differing forms of belief distribu-
tion) should be taken into account.

Evaluation of expected utilities in interval decision trees
lead to multiplication of probabilities using a type of ”mul-
tiplicative convolution” of two densities from (Ekenberg,
Danielson, and Thorbiörnson 2006).

First some terminology. Let G be a belief distribution
over the two cubes A and B. Assume that G has a positive
support on the feasible probability distributions at level i in
a decision tree, i.e., is representing these (the support of G in
cube A), as well as on the feasible probability distributions
of the children of a node xij , i.e., xij1, xij2, . . . , xijm (the
support of G in cube B). Let f(x) and g(y) be the projec-
tions of G(z) on A and B, respectively.

Definition 5. The cumulative distribution of the two belief
distributions f(x) and g(y) is

H(z) =
∫∫

Γz

f(x)g(y) dx dy =

1∫

0

z/x∫

0

f(x)g(y) dy dx =

1∫

0

f(x)G(z/x) dx =

1∫
z

f(x)G(z/x) dx ,

where G is a primitive function to g, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 and
Γz = {(x, y) : x · y ≤ z}.

Let h(z) be the corresponding density function. Then

h(z) =
d

dz

1∫
z

f(x)G(z/x) dx =

1∫
z

f(x)g(z/x)
x

dx .

Informally, it means that the beliefs of x and y are multi-
plied and then added for all values z = x ·y. The addition of
such products is analogous to the product rule for first-order
(standard) probabilities. Similarly, addition is the ordinary
convolution of two densities.

Definition 6. The distribution h2 on a sum 22 = x + y of
two independent variables associated with belief distribu-
tions f(x) and g(y) is given by a convolution

h2(z2) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(x)g(y − x) dx.
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Using these combination rules, there are two main cases.
The linearly independent case (utility variables) and the lin-
early dependent case (probability variables).

Assume that the assertions (statements) involved are made
through intervals and that the constraint sets are linearly in-
dependent. If the marginal belief distributions are uniform,
the multiplications of uniform distributions over intervals
[0, 1] result in the following Theorem.

Theorem 1. Let f1(x1) = 1, . . . , fm(xm) = 1, be belief
distributions over the intervals [0, 1]. The product hm(zm)
over these m factors is the distribution.

hm(zm) =
(−1)m−1(ln(zm))m−1

(m − 1)!
.

Here, the strong structure effect introduced by multipli-
cations can be seen. The mass of the resulting belief distri-
butions becomes more concentrated to the lower values, the
more factors are involved. Indeed, already after one multi-
plication, this effect is clearly seen (− ln(z)). From initially
uniform distributions, the resulting distribution has quite dif-
fering properties. It still has a non-zero support on the entire
interval [0, 1], but the relative beliefs in the various feasible
points are shifted towards the lower bound. For instance, the
belief distribution −(ln(x))3/6 has about 97% of its belief
mass over the sub-interval [0, 0.3], a result that deviates from
the initial equal belief in the entire interval [0, 1].

Next, we consider dependencies within the constraint set.
A local constraint set is a constraint set where all the la-
bels are children of the same node and when only linear
constraints are given, a belief distribution F (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
is assumed to be constant over n nodes. As demonstrated
above, the projections of a uniform distribution over the so-
lution set to a probability constraint set, without other con-
straints than the default normalizations, are polynomials of
degree n − 2.

Example 2. For instance, when having a 4-ary tree of depth
3, with all initial belief being uniform over [0,1], the result-
ing distribution becomes as in Figure 3:

27
2

(
24(z − 1)2 − 9(z2 − 1) ln(z) − (z2 + 8z − 1)(ln(z))2

)
.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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0.4
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0.8

Figure 3: The projection of the distribution over a 4-tree of
depth 3

In general, the structure effects are noticeable when eval-
uating imprecise decision problems. The most important

sub-intervals to consider are the supports of the distributions
where the most mass is concentrated. This can be seen in
Figure 3, where about 95% of the mass is concentrated to
the interval [0, 0.07]. Thus, even if we have no information
on the probabilities, the resulting multiplied (joint) distribu-
tion does contain information and depends on the depth of
the tree. This means that different trees contain different dis-
tributions of belief and thus of expected utility even before
probabilities or utilities are assigned in the tree. This differ-
ence is only attributable to the structure of the tree. This can
be compared to the ordinary multiplication of extreme points
(bounds) which generates an interval [0, 1] regardless of tree
structure without any further discrimination within the inter-
val which could be seen as rather misleading given the mass
concentration at the lower end of the resulting distribution.
This shows the importance of including the effects of struc-
ture in the evaluation of interval decision trees, regardless of
there being explicit distributions of belief or not.

Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we show the importance of structure. We
have demonstrated that evaluations incorporating structure
and belief can supply important insights for the decision-
maker (software agent or human being) when handling ag-
gregations of interval representations, such as in decision
trees or probabilistic networks, and that interval estimates
(upper and lower bounds) in themselves are not complete,
especially not when it comes to handling information inher-
ent in the structure of decision trees. This applies to all kinds
of probabilistic decision trees and criteria weight trees (and
to probabilistic networks as well) since they all use multipli-
cations.

We have therefore suggested a new generation of methods
of structural and belief analyses as a complement to non-
structural methods such as interval analyses. The latter is
sometimes necessary in, e.g., low probability/high conse-
quence analyses, but in most situations, it covers too wide
intervals including cases with too little belief support as
well and omits structural information. The rationale behind
this fact is that we have demonstrated that multiplied global
distributions warp compared to their marginal component
distributions. The multiplied distributions concentrate their
mass to the lower values compared to their component dis-
tributions.
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